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ABSTRACT

Research projects in cooperation between Spanish National Research Council and LatinAmerican Organizations, that have been developed in the last eight years, were studied.
Around forty Spanish research institutes have cooperated with Latin-American ones,
mostly with Cuba, Argentina, Chile, Brazil and Mexico.
The interpretation of the
collaboration rates with the different countries are discussed. Duration
of the projects,
number of researchers and research output were examined. The cooperation results were
quantified through articles, presentations to congresses, reports, monographs, patents
and thesis. Diffusion, languages and impactof the journals used for publication were
studied. Non quantifiable outputs were also examined.

RESUME

Les projets de recherche coopei.atifs entre l’Espagne et l’Amérique latine, développés dans
les huit dernières années, sont étudiés. Environ quarante institutions de recherche ont
collaboré avec des institutions latino-américaines, essentiellement avec Cuba,
l’Argentine, le Chili, le Brésil etle Mexique. Les tauxde collaboration avecles divers
pays sont analysés. La durée des projets, le nombre de chercheurs et la production
scientifique sont examinés. L’effort
de coopération est
quantifiéà partir des articles, des
présentations à des colloques, des rapports, des monographies, des brevets etthèses.
des
La diffusion,la langue de travail et l’impact des
journaux utiliséssont étudiés. Certains
output non quantifiables sont également mentionnés.
INTRODUCTION
Presently there is a great interest on research projects in cooperation, both
North-South cooperation, regional cooperation or with developing countries, as
collaboration issupposed to enhance the quality
of the research results and help
diminish the technological and scientific gaps. There is a need to measure and
evaluate the effects of this cooperation, what benefits it reports, both tangible and
intangible. The tangible effects can be evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively,
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while the intangible ones, like the socio-economic effects of cooperation, are
more difficultto measure.
International collaboration in research can be estimated through different
partial indieators: such as the number of resarchers exchanged between two
esuntries, nurnber of fellowships for foreign researchers, exchanges of ideas at
congresses, dissertations, co-authored papers, etc. This latter indicator is the
a i e s t to obtain through those bibliographie databasesthat record al1 the authors
and their institutional addresses: the Science Citation Index as multidisciplinary
and some sther subject-orienteddatabaseslike
Physics Briefs or INIS.
Nevertheless, two important shortcomings have to be kept in mind when using
this indicator: a) the number of multinationally authored papers is only a partial
indicator that shows an apparently equivalent contribution of bsth eooperating
eountries, whichis not always the case, md b) the validityofthe resufts obtaîned
espceially for less developed countries is limited in accordance to the local
publications’ eoverage by the database used, which is very low in the m e of SC%
(1).
Co-authoring of scientific papers between different sets of esuntries was
studied by Frame and Carpenter (2) using the SC1 database, and later by
Schubert and Bmun (3) and by the French LEPI group (4).
The quality of the resulting publications is difficult to detemine; peer review
is the trditionally used method. Other eontroversialindiators relate qwlity to the
impact factor of the publication journal or to the numberof citations received by
the article itself. Both these indiators depend on the opinion ofthe international
scientific cornmunityand can be consideredas a measure of visibility or impact of
mainstream science. Local publications, dealingwith non mainstream problema,
should be evaluated differently. M e n malysing the number of citations received
by multiauthored publications, Narin observed ( 5 ) that impact inereased from
single to multiple-institution papew, and dsubled in the case of multinational
papers.
The Europm Community (EC) is promoting scientificesoperation projects in
Europe to try to foster the development of less favoured regions. Indicators
agplied are : number of co-authored papers between researchem of different
esuntries, study of the factors detemining this cooperation and impact of the
resulting publications.In the case of EC agricultural researchprojeets, indicatm
for science policy evaluation used were international co-authorship in scientific
publications andawareness of scientists through citations
(6).
Another aspect studiedis whether cooperationtakes place in those subjects of
direct interest for the peripheral countries or if it follows the central eountries’
interests. This was studied by one of us in the case of OECD cooperation in
Physics (7).
The Spanish National Research Council (CSIC), a research institution that
covers very different areas of knowledge, has established scientific agreements
with many different countries and in many cases they have acted as a frame for
the development of joint research projects. Among these projects, those with
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Latin-American countries present a special interest due to Our common culture
and language. Recently theCSIC has decided to createa database with the ongoing cooperative research projects with Latin-American countries in the last
eight years. It contains information onthe subject of the projects,summary and
objectives, countries involved,institutions, scientific personnel, duration of the
projects and different outputs obtained, as well as qualitative data on benefits
derived from the joint projects and problems found. This database will be a
useful tool to study scientific cooperation between different institutions and
countries, to determine which disciplinesare involved, as well as to analyse the
results obtained from the cooperative effort.
At present, no evaluation of the results of the projects is being made, as the
results obtainedare not comparedwith the project’s goalsnor the economic and
material resources involved. This will
be only a first seriesof data and analysis
obtained from the 94 projects now included
in this new database, that
can be used
in the future by science policy makers.

METHODOLOGY
The data on the 94 cooperative projects between Latin-American
institutions
and CSIC have been obtained
by its International Department through
sending a
questionnaire to the principal Spanish researchers responsiblefor the projects.
Full information from the Spanish side of the projects was thus obtained.With
the results of the questionnaires several related files in DBaseIV were created.

ANALYSIS OF THE PROJECT INPUT DATA
Countries
The Latin-American countries involved inthe projects are shown in table 1.
The country with which more projects have been developed is Cuba (26
projects), followed by Argentinawith 21, Chile with20, Brazil and Mexicowith
13 each and Colombia with
1 project.
Institutions
The Spanish institutions are mostly institutes belonging to the CSIC, joint
University-CSIC centers or some University departments sponsored
by the CSIC.
As a whole, 38 Spanish institutionsare responsible for the94 joint projects. In
table 2 the most active of them are shown: an Institute on Catalysis, with ten
projects, followed by centers working
on Earth Sciences and Agrochemistry.
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Table 1. Countries participatingin the projects

Table 2. Spanish Institutions resppsnmsible for 4 OP more proje&
Spanish Institutions

1. Catalilisis y Petrsleoquimiea
Estacion Em. ”EI Zaidin”

Number of proie&
10
7

As for the Latin-heriean institutions involved, tbey depend on how resmrch is
orgawised in each of the countries: they are rnoskly Universities, National
Wesearch Couacils OP Ministries in the case of Cuba (table 3).
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Scientists
The number of scientists participating in the projects, according to the data
obtained, was 327 Spanish scientists and 363 from Latin America. The mean
number of scientists per project was around seven. In some cases, the same
people participate in several projects along the eight year period studied: one
Spanish scientist took part in 5 projects, two in 4 projects, one in 3 and eight
scientists tookpart in 2 projects each.
Time length
Al1 the 94 cooperation projects analysed have started along the past eight
years, with a clear increase from 1986 onwards: as can be seen in figure 1, 14
projects started in 1986,16 in 1987,20 in 1988 and 17in 1989.
Figure 1. Starting yearof the projects
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The mean length of the projects has been
of around four years, although this
parameter changeda lot: the longest projecthas been developedalong the whole
time-period studied, while thereare others that have
just started in 1990.
Subject
According to the UNESCO subject classification (8), 90 of the 94 joint
projects were included
in science and technology scientific fields, while only four
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d to socid science and documentation, as shown in table 4.
involved had projects the
in technological sciences and al1 but one
ording to the type of ressearch, technology, agriculture and a r t h
sciences representvery applied andlocal intersests, avhile physics andlife sciences
are mainstram subjeets. TheIow figure for medical projech is due to the lack of
this research activityin the @SIC.
Table 4. Distribution of the projects by scientific
field

We tried to malyse if any csrrelation existed between the scientificgotenfial
of
erimn countries and their coopemtionn t e with the @SI@.The seientific
output of the countries involved was obtained from two multidisciplinary
databases in science and technology: the international database SC1 and the
Spanish databasse ICYT (table 5 ) .
Table 5 . Comparison betveen projects and papens recovered by two databases

l Countrv
Argentina
B d
chî le
Cslombia
Mexico

I

N. Droiects

5 &-T

21

13
20
1
26
13

I

N. public.
S@i81-89
14.3 1 I
17.945
7.831
864
711
8.682

I

N. mblic.
ICYk80-88

i

418

45
215
22
108
94

With these databaseswe could only obtaina limited view of Latin-American
scientific output,as SC1 records onlymainstram science andICYT only Spanish
journals in science and technslogy: thus no local publications are detected. No
good correlationfor the total datawas found, butthe four countries witha higher
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number of publications inSCI, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico and Chile,
have quite
an important number of cooperation projects too, as could be expected. The
absence of Venezuela is striking, considering its research output. The case of
Cuba is quite different: in spite of its small production
in the SC1 it is the country
which has the most projects with
the CSIC.
The scientific productionof these countriesin the ICYT database is different:
Brazil has a very small numberof papers, probably dueto language barriers, as
the database covers only Spanish journals, while Cubahas a greater production
than Mexico.
The distribution of the cooperation projects is influenced partly by the
scientific potentiality of the countries involved andbypartly
human and historical
factors, for example scientists with greater
a
interest in cooperating with foreign
colleagues. The political isolation of Cuba fromits strong neighbour, the USA
(the most frequent partner of Latin America
in co-authored papers), has probably
enhanced its cooperation with Spain andits publishing in Spanish journals.
Output data

The output quantifiable results obtained from the cooperation
projects have
been grouped under the following headings: scientific papers, contributions to
congresses, reports, monographs, patents, dissertationsand conferences. Under
contributions to congresses bothabstracts and proceedingshave been included;
thesis include both masterts and PhD dissertations; conferences
include several
long specialized courses.
Most of the results obtained arescientific papers (435) followed by
contributions to congresses (333), as shown in table 6 . The results related to
teaching are quite abundant: 156 conferences and courses and 46 dissertations
have been produced. Several projects
were specifically aimedat the organization
of specialized international courses:two with Mexicoon agricultural chemistry
and computer science, others with Brazil and Cuba on molecular pharmacology.
Table 6. Output ofthe projects by document type
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Only one patent was obtained in spite ofthere being 20 projech classificd as
technological sciences, but these technological projects, tsgether with earth
scienees haveoriginated 66 reports anda big proportion of the msnsgraphs. The
majority of the technolsgical projectsaim at solving local prsblerns and many of
them were immediatdy applied bythe local industpy, as expressed by some of the
researchers.

Resuults per scientific fieldshow that life sciences is the msst productive field,
mostly due to Chilean projects (table 7). nother important field is technology
(projech with Chile and Cuba), together with earth
sciences and agriculture.
%%Then
analysing the results per projeet, the mean number of results of al1
kinds obtained was M e sver l 1; themost productive projeet was the one of the
life sciences carried onwith Chile with 148 results; it Iasted the whole period of
time studied a d many scientish were implied.
Taking ints accsunt the tirne pemod and nurnber of scientists invslved, the
prsductivity of the projects can be detemined: a maximum o f 2 2 results per year
and scientist impliedare obtained, while the mean is around6.4.

Nearly half of the resultsare scientific articles, the type of output easiest to
detect thrsugh databases and to evaluate as to its scientific impact.
articles have been publishedin 202 different scientific journals.
l n table 8 a rank
order listing of those journals where 4 or more articles were publishedis shown.
As many different subjects are covered, a g r a t dispersion in the titles is
obsemed.
Tws main tspics are present:life sciences, where the most produetive projects
are elassified, published in mainstream journals; the secondtopic is agriculture
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and soi1 science, a very interesting topicfor developing countries, published in
Spanish language, mostly in Spanish or local joumals, in accordance with their
local interest(9).
Table 8. Journals more frequently used and coverage
by two databases

1 Journals

The diffusion of the journals in SC1 and ICYT is analysed, as both these
databases deal with science and technologyfields. From al1 202 journals used,
112 are covered by SC1 and20 by ICYT. Considering the total number
of articles
produced, this means that 55% of the articles are recorded by the SCI, 14% by
ICYT and the rest, 31% is not recorded by any of the two. None of these
joumals are covered by both databases,as the SC1coven only very few Spanish
joumls, having a clear English language bias.
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As for the country of publication of the joumals used: 55% are "mainstream"
international journals from USA and several European countries,
while 23% are
Spanishjournals and 22% eome from the Latin-American countries.
Only one of
erican journals is covered bySCI. These resultsagree with those
of the Philadelphia Workshop (1): TRird World Science is under-represented in
international databases, in particular S U , and only half of the output of
developing countries of international level of e cellence is included in this
database.

oreover, thereare mmy other non quantifiable benefitsthat result from tRis
scientific collaboration. Acesrding ts the answers to the questionnaires they
would be the foolllowing:
- cultural impact, with the advantage of havinga cornmon lmguage, or a very
related onein the caseof Bmil,
-n
effects between scientists, relationships between partners have
cle
ed before and after theproject, casual contacts have chan
permanent collabodon and es-authoring; attendance to congresses has alss
eontributed to this network
- traansfer of lrnowledge between grsups involved and towards industry,
complementary pointsof view
- mobility of researchers
- training of human resources
has been a very important result, through working
together in the joint projects, courses and dissertations; several projects were
especially focussed towards
the organization of international courses.
Among the shsrtcornings of these collabsrationprojects, the following were
pointed out:
- the searce economic aid h a been the most usually mentisned; tso short visits
were sponsoredand scientists had to use funds fromother sources,
- bureaucratie pmblems
- technical dificulties in communication withLath-Amerim p r t n e a , erihanced
mphiml distance.

s
The ereation and updatin of this database on esoperative resarch projects
a n be useful indifferent ways. The scientific policy makersthe
ofCSIC will be
able to follow
and evaluate these projects
if, together with the present information
on project length, subject and type of the research, scientists and institutions
involved, tangible and intangible results, also data on economic and material
resources areintrduced in the data-base.
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Another interesting featureis the possibility of determining adequate fieldsfor
future cooperation withal1 Latin-American countries. The scientific policies of
these countries should be compared to that of Spain in order to determine in
which fields we can collaborate and which are the topicsof converging interests.
This type of research on social sciences would helpto bridge the"research gap"
between Academy, publicdecision-making and industry,an important necessity
especially in less developed countries,as highlighted by Vessuri (1 O), and would
give a better distribution of the always scarce
human and economic resources
devoted to research.
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